Publications, in chronological order:


Box 2:


Publications on CD-ROM:


Proposal to Study the Conditions That Must Exist for a Tornado to Form. Application to the National Science Foundation by L. H. Sentman. 1971. Contains notes by Sentman.

Box 3:

Correspondence 1960-1965
Prominent correspondents includes Lockheed Missiles & Space Company. Contains notes by Sentman.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Associate Fellow Application 1981
College of Engineering Administrative Committee Correspondence, Minutes and Agendas
Dec 1984-July 1985
Engineering College Policy and Development Committee Correspondence, Minutes and Agendas
Dec 1984 - Feb 1985
March 1985
April - May 1985
June - July 1985
Summary Report 1984-85
Report of the Subcommittee on Admissions 1984-85